
A
lpha and beta are two important
measures of a security's per-
formance. They relate to the
variability of other assets in

the portfolio or the index of which
the security is a part.

For example, XOM is part of the
30 stocks in the Dow Jones Industrial
Index and it also is a component
of a number of other indexes, including
the S&P 500.

This means the alpha and beta
depend on which index we measure
the variability of from the individual
stock. In other words, alpha and beta
for XOM will be different when mea-
sured against the two different index-
es. This is a simple concept, but it's
critical to keep it in mind when you
track these important attributes of
a security.

Alpha is a measure of a security's
performance (relative to the bench-
mark index or basket) in excess
of what beta would predict, or how
much of the returns cannot be
explained by the underlying index.
In statistical terms it can be defined
as the intercept of an "ordinary least
squares" (OLS) regression applied

to our data series. In Microsoft Excel,
the built-in function is "=Intercept()".

Beta is a bit different in that it mea-
sures the variability of a security's
return vs. the total return of the
benchmark. It is generally regarded as
how much of the return can be
attributed to the index. Sometimes it is
compared to a measure of volatility. It
has at times been mentioned as a mea-
sure of the degree a security will move
relative to the index.

For example, a security with a beta
of 1.5 could be said to move 1.5 times
as much as the underlying index.
While this is not exactly true, what is
important to know is that a security
with a Beta of 1.5 will exhibit more
volatility than the underlying index
through the period being measured.

In Excel, beta can be measured using
the built-in function for the slope of
the OLS regression, "=SlopeQ".

Alpha and beta are commonly used to
describe the monthly returns of data
relative to a portfolio of securities or a
broader index. However, with a little
bit of creativity, a tool can be created

in Excel that will allow us to apply the
two measures to shorter time frames
including daily and intraday data.

Most users of Excel regularly use the
built-in user functions. For example,
you can create a moving average of a
data stream with the "=Average()"
function. However, some functions do
not exist in Excel. Fortunately, it's easy
to define custom user functions. This is
an advantage for when it is necessary
to define more complex or custom
mathematical functions such as alpha
and beta. The steps are fairly simple
and straightforward and are summa-
rized in "Custom creation" (right).

The code for our functions is simple:

Alpha function:
Function Alpha (security, market)

Alpha =Application.Intercept
(security, market)

Beta function:
Function Beta(security, market)

Beta — Application.Slope
(security, market)

These functions can now be applied
to any data sequence desired, including



daily and intraday data.

ANALYSIS APPLICATIONS
Alpha and beta functions also can
be used in identifying possible breakouts,
or the beginning of short-term trading
opportunities. Alpha measures returns
in excess of beta, so high alpha securi-
ties tend to run ahead of the pack. Beta
will identify securities that are more
(or less) volatile then the benchmark
index. In other words, alpha will show
which stocks' movement is increasingly
independent of the index, and beta
will show how much of the return can
be attributed the index.

Below are basic rules for using alpha
and beta as tools for making better
trading decisions. These rules are rela-
tively simple, a trading strategy utiliz-
ing them should be thoroughly tested
before real trading.

1.To identify bullish stocks, look for
increasing changes in alpha with
decreasing changes in beta.

2. Stocks with high beta (generally
greater then 1.5) will exhibit greater
volatility then the index. They tend
to overshoot the returns of the index.

3. Stocks with high alpha readings and
low beta readings move up faster than
the index and possibly identify a
breakout or short-term trade.

4. Increasing beta and alpha readings
indicate strong moves with equiva-
lent reversals as the increasing beta
may be indicating increased volatility.

IN THE DOW
One application of this tool would be in
the stocks of the Dow Jones Industrial
Average index, using the index itself as
the benchmark. We can apply the
alpha/beta functions to the daily and
60-minute intraday data for the 30 DJIA
stocks over a period of 15 days (daily)
and 100 periods (60 minutes) intraday.

Next, we can rank the results of the
alpha calculation from 1 to 30 and sort
them into an output page in Excel. In
this example, the stock AA ranked
No. 1 (highest alpha) and GM ranked
No. 30 (lowest alpha). This daily scan

used a lookback of 15 days (see
"Alpha/beta link," below).

The same techniques as in the
alpha scans can be applied to the beta
calculations. The rankings from
this analysis also are shown in
"Alpha/beta link." In this example of
the daily scan, INTC ranked No. 1
(highest beta) and PFE ranked No. 30
(lowest beta). This also used a look-
back range of 15 days.

We can chart these functions to
show exactly what these rankings indi-
cate for the stocks in question.

By plotting the 15 days of ranked
results for the highest ranked alpha
security (AA) against the ranked
results for the beta calculations of AA,

we can see the relationship of the
changes in the two functions. "Up and
down" (page 34) shows a rising alpha
and a declining beta. This may be an
indication of a stock being moved by
something external from what is affect-
ing the overall index.

We also can plot the 15 days for low-
est ranked alpha security (GM) against
the ranked results for the beta calcula-
tions of GM to demonstrate the rela-
tionship of these two functions on the
data (see "Hanging lower," page 34).
Here we have a falling alpha and a
rising beta. This may be an indication
of a stock falling out of favor by
investors and becoming more volatile
in its daily returns.



Finally, we can look at a 15-day
relative return chart to see how these
two stocks, which have demonstrated
different alpha/beta relationships
to the benchmark index, have
performed for their investors (see
"Diverging fortunes," below).

INTRADAY
When ranked on an intraday basis
using 60-minute data, the stock KO
moves to the top of the alpha rankings,
and INTC moves to the bottom.
Again, a lookback period of 15 is used
(about two days on 60-minute data).
For the record, applying the scan to the
beta calculations, MRK moves to the
top and MSFT drops to the bottom.

Although the charts aren't shown
here, we can look at the accompanying
values for our top and bottom stocks,
ranked by alpha, for a better idea of
their position relative to the index.

For KO, we see a rising alpha and a
rising beta. This may be an indication
of a stock being moved by something
external from what is affecting the
markets overall return on an intraday
basis. The rising beta also may be an
indication of increasing volatility.

For INTC, we have a falling alpha
and a high, but declining, beta. This
may be an indication of a stock falling
out of favor by investors and becoming
less volatile in its short term returns.

Using the custom Excel user func-
tions for alpha and beta, we can apply
them to any time frame, specifically
daily and 60-minute data. This can
improve a trader 's perspective on
underlying market dynamics.

Alpha values can be fleeting, howev-
er, dropping as quickly as it rises.
Because of this, with extreme readings,
attempts should be made to determine
the root cause of the excess returns.

Equities tend to react as much to
each other as to individual fundamen-
tals. Better understanding alpha and
beta will help you determine what is
driving those moves. ' FM
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